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tions from the others, in having the con 
ductor i:1 leading directly to the correspond 
ing key without passing through a contact 
of the secondary relay; while to acts as a 
cut-off relay, having back contacts 18 and 
19, which upon its energization open, re 
spectively, the main controlling circuit, 5. 
and the circuit of a starting relay R°. The 
last named relay has a front contact. 20 in 
the lead L, and the circuit for its winding 
is from ground by way of conductor 21 to 
battery 3° through contact 19 and contacts 
of the starting key K?. 

In considering the operation of the system, 
Stippose it is desired to advance the selector 
8 to a point corresponding to the key k. 
This key and the starting key K are de 
pressed by the operator and locked down in 
any suitable manner. Relay R* receives 
current from battery 38 through key is, 
coinductor 21, and contact. 19 of relay pio to 
ground and closes contact 20, completing the 
main controlling circuit from battery B 
through the windings of relays R and R to 
ground. Relay R attracts its armature, 
causing battery 3 and interrupier i to send 
current inpuises through the magnet M to 
move the Selector brushes over the contacts. 
A circuit is also completed through front 
contact, 3 }i relay R', lead L, depressed 
key k", conductor 11, back contact 12 of 
reiay *, winding of relay r", conductor 10b, 
lead E. and starting key K to battery B3. 
Relay ?? at contact, it closes is locking 
circuit, through the vinding of relay pit. 
The latter, however, does not at once oper. 
ate, since the path to ground through coin 
ductor if, key is", ie: d ? and contact, 13 
of relay R' short circuits it. In the first, 
step of the Seiector, contact, 10 of the gotor 
Inaghet, is made, and relay i' is short cir 
cuited by the conductor 10, relay R. Femain 
ing energized. When the arrattire of relay 
R. fails back, it opes the short circuit of 
relay ' which attracts its arriature. The 
energization of the first pair of relays g', ', 
determined by the depression of key is, thus 
coirresponds to the first full step forward 
of the selector brushes, or air advance frain. 
one set of fixed contacts to the text. w 
The closing of contact 5 by gela. 

tends the circuit controlled by the selector 
goverged relay E" through conductor 14 to 
the Succeeding pair of relays '', '', or those 
preceding it in the series, considering them 
in the order of the digit values of the keys 
iroia zero upward. When the motor mag 
net if is de?nergized and energized by a 
current interiaittance and impulse, the act. 
ation and release of relay R' resuits in cir 
cuits for relays '', pit similar to those of 
relays r", r. Another selector step is thege 
by counted, and the circuit, governed by 
Seisy R' is shifted to the terminal pair of 
relays *, *, which count, the last impaise. 

1 2. 

he i Upon the energization of relay 29, Gi: 
a rival of the selector brushes at the coil 
tacts sought, its contact. 13 seve's the gain 
controlling circuit, releasing the irelays it 
and R. The selector brushes are conse- to (quently held up by the pawi s' upon the 
terminals of the wanted life. Contact, is: 
of relay ' de3.nergizes the starting relay 3. 
Keys is and is are freed by the perator, 
and the counting circuit is thereby broker g 
and the entire controlling spina'a is restored 
to normal ready for another operation. The 
connection at the selector being no longer 
needed, the operator may depress its key E. 
energizing the release in: gnet H and with- it 
drawing the retaining pawi 8° to silory tile 
restoration of the selector bi'ushes to fiel: 
initial position. 

it should be especially observed that by 
restoiation of the selector brashes to their 
contacts for each pair of relays in the count 
ing Series perform all the functions involved. 
in the establishment and transfer of the co 
nections effecting the energization of both 
relays of each pair at times corresponsing 33 
to the beginning and congletioi of a 
lector step, the sequential energization 
each following pair, the iocking of 
relays of each pair, and the opening of 
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controliing circuits 7 poi, iiie goraple&ica of it, s 8. s. 

the desired number of Selector steps. 
in this detailed disclosiife of Ely i? vey. 

tio(), which is capable of varied allicati 
many of the elements have kaen ing 
plified over what v. Quild coiniscay be 
in practice, to enable it to be indig 
understood; therefore, the i 
to be considered as inited to 
embodiment, orio cover less 
in the following claims. 

claim as my invention: 
3. Conti'oiling apparatis 

series of Successively co3perating 
nechanisms, neans for Stiplyin: 
impulses thereto, neans for determini:ig the 
first electronecheristi to he energized by 
the current, imprises, 83d circuit, cot:"oiling 
means operabia Epon the energization cit one 
of tie electroyechasisins. 

2. A selectic, controlling appa'atz's coins its 
prising a Series of electronechanis; 
for Supplying energizing C22:2:3:25, 
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e s v. and means for deterraining the firs& 2iecki g s ... .. mechanism to be e;érgiged, 8:i? eieiro 
mechanisms thereafe: e. 
ergization of a succeeding e. 
a terminal électromechan 
controlling selection. 

3. An apparatus for courting current in 
puises corprising a series of electronecha- 123 
nisians, means for first, operating cris or as 
other of the electromechanisins 8.2cording to 
the number of impulses to be collied, and 
a single circuit, goint?oiling electröine: 
nism operate through a clair of 2: 3.3. 
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49 for energizing a conti' 
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